SPECIFICATION M2

SECTION 321816.13

Playground Protective Surfacing

A. Product Data: Submit manufacturer's product data, including warranty, maintenance and
installation instructions, ASTM F 1292 test results and samples.
B. Manufacturer Qualifications:
1. Member of International Play Equipment Manufacturer's Association (IPEMA).
2. Total Liability Insurance Coverage: $11,000,000.
3. Sales Representatives trained by National Playground Safety Institute (NPSI).
C. Warranty Covers Playground Surfacing for Following Periods:
1. Playground Surfacing Wear Mat: 5 years
D. Manufacturer:
1. Zeager Bros., Inc., 4000 East Harrisburg Pike, Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057. Toll Free (800) 346-8524.
2. Zeager Hardwood Co., 340 Steele Road, Franklin, KY 42134. Toll Free (800) 296-9227.
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E. Application: Kick-out areas on outdoor playground surfaces (ie. swings, ground level components, and slide exits)
F. Installation procedure for installing the TuffMat™ Zero fill mat:
Note: To meet ADA guidelines, this wear mat will help keep high use areas accessible at all times provided the surrounding surface is main-tained within a half inch of the top of the wear mat. The wear mat surface is 48"x30" which meets ADA Standards for Accessible
Design section 305.3 for clear floor or ground spaces.
1. For new equipment installations before surfacing has been installed; place wear mat in high use area under equipment and anchor with above recommendations depending on drainage option. (Gravel drainage- duckbill anchors, Foam drainage-glue.) Fill surfacing around mat and compact
surface to within a half inch of top of mat.
2. For installations that already have surfacing installed; dig out area below equipment approximately 6ft x 4ft.
3. Position mat where desired and anchor according to recommendations depending on drainage option. (Gravel drainage- duckbill anchors, Foam
drainage-glue.) Follow instructions for duckbill anchoring provided in anchor kit. If gluing, a polyurathane construction adhesive is recom-mended to glue base of mat to foam drainage.
4. Fill surfacing around the mat base and sides. Take time to compact the wood fiber as you fill in space around the mat using your foot, pressing the
wood fiber down as you go. Not compacting the wood fiber as you fill in the surface will allow for air pockets in the surface which allow the surface
to sink and cause uneveness around the mat once children start to use the area and rain falls.
5. For swing installations; the vertical distance between the underside of swing seat when occupied and the TUFFMAT™ Zero Fill mat must meet clear
-ance requirements per ASTM F1487 section 8 and as per CAN/CSA-Z614 section 15.
6. For slide installations; the height of the slide exit regions to the TUFFMAT™ Zero Fill mat must meet clearance requirements per ASTM F1487
section 8 and as per CAN/CSA-Z614 section 15.
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